Mafia Villains “Cheat Sheet”
It is not about cheating, but if you read this short doc, you will have
significant advantage how to understand Mafia Villains ecosystem, rarities
and how to get maximum out of it.
Let’s start.
In Mafia Villains project there will be max. supply of 20k Villains NFTs and 5k
Turfs.
20k Villains NFTs are divided to 4 characters – Soldier 9k (Mint date 30th April
2022), Capo 5k (Mint date TBD), Boss 1k (Mint date TBD) and Babe 5k (Mint
date TBD)
All 4 characters will have unique traits, rarities and non-visible attributes.

Mafia Missions
There will be missions for many Villains and Turfs. More than 1000 missions
are planned + promo missions.
Missions will be focused on both attributes types – visible and non-visible.
First announced mission:
Surprise Mafia Mission #1 Promotion
1, Mint Mafia Villain Soldier #7581 or #7596 or #7742

2, Contact us via DM on Twitter or Discord, share your Cardano wallet
3, PRIZE: 100 $ADA (no draw or lottery, direct payment from Mafia Villains Team)

In other words, if you mint or purchase MV Soldier 7581 or 7596 or 7742 for
each of them you will receive 100 $ADA direct payment. Every mission can
be completed only once. If e.g. someone minted MV Soldier 7581, sold it to
you on jpg.store but did not claim the prize, you can contact us, we will
check whether this mission is still open, if yes, you will get 100 $ADA.
It is mission focused on special MV Soldier NFTs.
Another example of the mission: If you have any MV Soldier with non-visible
attribute “Business Skills” higher or equal 95, contact us and you will win 50
$ADA as prize. If you have more such a MV Soldier NFTs, you will win for
each NFT the prize.
This is the mission focused on non-visible attributes.

How to evaluate and work with rarity
Most of the NFT projects focus only on visible traits rarity. For visible traits,
we’ve introduced Rarity table of MV Soldier collection. Each character will
have own rarity table.
Additionaly each MV Soldier NFT will have non-visible attributes “Business
Skills” and “Stamina” with values from 1 to 100. The higher the better. These 2
attributes will be used in Mafia Missions to win prizes + in *Mafiaverse for
earning tokens in ecosystem.

https://www.mafiavillains.com/wpcontent/uploads/2022/04/MVSoldierRarityTable.png

This is example of 1/1 MV Soldier 8995, there is only 1 NFT in soldier
collection with background Unsig1006. If you mint this one, it will look on
pool.pm like this example. You can see also Business Skills and Stamina
attributes.

Let’s evaluate another MV Soldier 8992 example.
Body is Normal Skin Scars – rare one as only 9% of all MV Soldiers have it.
Eyes Focused Red – rare one with 2.41% rarity.
Stamina 77 – rare as it is highly above 50.

In general, if you evaluate rarity of MV Soldier collection, check always both
types of attributes. It will also help you to set up a price on secondary
marketplaces. And keep in mind, any MV Soldier NFT can be part of the
Mafia mission in the future.
What if my MV Soldier NFT already accomplished mission, should I sell it?
You can of course, but if you collect 3 or more finished Mafia missions on 1
Cardano address, you can claim the spot in Own to Earn program. And open
new passive income stream for you.
Therefore, it is a strategy game. Having several Villains and Turfs which
accomplished a mission is advantage to join O2E program early. If you have
e.g. 6 missions done and split them into 2 Cardano wallets, you can claim 2
spots in O2E program.

Do you see the opportunity now? We can foresee those owners might be
selling packages of Villains and Turfs with higher price, if they already finished
missions. New way of looking into NFT rarity and price discovery.

Overview of all Mafia Missions including their status (Open, Done) will be
available on our website https://www.mafiavillains.com/

Welcome to Mafia Villains Family and Ecosystem.

#LFG

MV team

*Mafiaverse – nowadays we cannot guarantee the development of 3D Mafiaverse world, but we
are super excited to make it a reality and see Villains walking in 3D, trading, exchanging, joining
e.g. Avatar or Alien clubs, earning and producing tokens etc. We will do our best to make it
happen.

